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ABSTRACT
Smart home appliances and smart homes, in general, are on the
verge of ubiquity. Research and industry proposed a range of modalities, including speech, mid-air gestures, and touch displays, to control smart homes. While previous work designed for the individual
modalities, it is unclear how they compare from a user-centered
perspective. Therefore, we conducted an elicitation study that asked
participants to propose commands using speech, mid-air gestures,
and a touch display. Also, we asked participants to rate their suggestions and the modalities. The results show that using voice commands or a touch display is clearly preferred compared to the use
of mid-air gestures. As we found high agreement scores for voice
commands, our results also highlight the potential of elicitation
studies for voice interfaces.
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1

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

Smart home technologies are becoming increasingly popular. Besides enabling automating a variety of functions, they also enable
to control entertainment systems, home appliances, room temperature, lighting, and access control. According to a recent market
analysis1 , it is expected that nearly 30 million households in the US
will adopt smart home technologies soon. In parts, this is enabled
1 http://mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/global-smart-homes-market-industry
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through a range of devices, such as Amazon’s Echo and Google
Home, that can be connected to the user’s smart home devices.
Current commercial devices can be controlled through different
interaction modalities. Inheriting the legacy of analog buttons, wireless physical buttons can be used to control light and temperature.
Also, dedicated devices enable additional interaction modalities. A
prime example is Amazon’s smart virtual assistant Alexa which
enables to control smart devices not only through speech but also
through the user’s phone and through interactive displays. At the
beginning of 2019, over 100 million devices with Amazon’s Alexa
have been sold2 . Media reports3 suggests that there will be over
200 million installed smart speakers at the end of 2019.
Besides speech and touch UIs, previous research proposed further interaction modalities. Especially the use of mid-air gestures
has been widely explored. Already Bolt’s seminal work combined
mid-air gestures with other modalities [5]. In recent years, the use of
mid-air gestures has been popularized by entertainment technologies. Previous work used, for example, Nintendo’s WiiMote [29]
or the Leap Motion [37]. Mid-air gestures have been proposed for
a large number of applications, including controlling music playback [17], interact with large displays [1], and smart TVs [31]. When
designing gestures, Nielsen et al. concluded that technology-based
approaches lead to awkward gestures without intuitive mapping
towards functionality and systems which only work under strictly
pre-defined conditions [24]. As an alternative, previous work presented human-centered approaches to design gestures [11, 24, 35],
which have been coined guessability studies by Wobbrock et al. [35].
As demonstrated by a recent survey [34], guessability studies are
the de-facto standard for designing gestures. The produced gesture
sets are preferred by users [22] and also easier to remember [23].
To provide a consistent experience across the wide variety of
future smart home devices, it is necessary to know which interaction modality provides the higher user experience and which one is
preferred by users. The three most promising interaction modalities
are speech, touch UIs, and mid-air gestures. All three modalities
can be used to control smart homes. While previous work broadly
explored the interaction with smart homes (e.g. [3, 14]) and also
compared different modalities [32], it is still unclear which interaction modality is the most usable one and which is the one preferred
by users.
In this paper, we compare the use of voice commands, touch
UI, and mid-air gestures to interact with smart homes. Therefore,

2 https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/4/18168565/amazon-alexa-devices-how-many-

sold-number-100-million-dave-limp
3 https://techcrunch.com/2019/04/15/smart-speakers-installed-base-to-top-200million-by-year-end
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we conducted an elicitation study to determine the preferred command for eleven representative smart home tasks. We also asked
participants to rate the goodness, ease, enjoyment, and social acceptance, as well as their general fit for the task. The contribution
of our work is threefold. 1) Quantitative and qualitative results consistently show that touch UIs and voice commands are preferred
compared to mid-air gestures to control smart home tasks. 2) Receiving high agreement scores for voice commands, we show that
elicitation studies are not only suitable to design gesture-based but
also voice-based interfaces. 3) Analyzing the elicited commands
for three modalities, we provide novel taxonomies that can help to
analyze future elicitation studies.

2

METHOD

To compare the three interaction modalities touch UI, speech and
mid-air gestures, we conducted an elicitation study to determine
appropriate commands for each modality. We followed the process
introduced by Wobbrock et al. [36] and refined by Vatavu and
Wobbrock [33]. Furthermore, we asked participants to rate the
commands for each modality.
We used recent market analysis to determine representative
tasks4 . The smart home market can be divided into the six categories home entertainment, smart household appliances, energy
management, networking and control, comfort and light and building
security. We excluded networking and control as it typically does not
require explicit actions. Except for building security, we selected
two common tasks for the remaining categories. We selected three
building security tasks because of its much larger market share.
The five categories with their assigned tasks are listed in Table 1.
After explaining the purpose and the procedure of the study,
participants were asked to fill a consent form and a demographic
questionnaire. Participants were asked to propose commands for
each modality. We randomized the order of the modality and the order of the tasks within each modality to reduce sequence effects. As
proposed by Wobbrock et al. [36] the eleven tasks were illustrated
through pictures (see Figure 1 for an example), which showed the
state before and after issuing the command. We also explained the
tasks verbally to ensure a consistent understanding. We encouraged
participants to explain their choices using thinking-aloud. After
4 https://www.statista.com/outlook/279/100/smart-home/worldwide

Table 1: Categories with their assigned tasks
Category

Task

Home entertainment

1. Increase the volume of the music
2. Turn on the next TV channel

Household appliances

3. Start multi-colored wash at 60 degree
4. Turn off the oven

Energy management

5. Increase the room temperature
6. Open the shutters

Comfort and light

7. Turn on the light
8. Dim the light

Building security

9. Close the window
10. Lock the front door
11. Turn on the security camera
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Figure 1: Example for how the tasks where illustrated to the
participant (Task 7: turn on the light)
each task, participants rated their suggestion’s goodness, ease, enjoyment and social acceptance on 7-point Likert items. Participants’
commands were captured through video and audio recordings. For
the display interaction, participants were additionally offered to
sketch the desired interface using pen and paper.
After completing all tasks with all modalities, we asked participants to rate the suitability of each modality for the eleven tasks
on a 7-point Likert item. They were asked to do this independently
of their suggestions. Finally, we conducted a semi-structured interview to explore the motivation of the participants for each choice
and allow them to discuss the efficiency, simplicity, naturality, desirability, and enjoyment of the interaction modalities similar to
the elicitation study on foot gestures by Felberbaum et al. [7]. In
total, the study took about an hour per participant.
13 participants (7 female) took part in the study. We recruited
them through social networks and personal contacts. Their average
age was 33.5 (SD = 15.1). Most participants were students with
different subjects. All participants at least heard of smart homes and
were familiar with touchscreen-interaction. Ten participants were
familiar with both voice control and touchscreens to control other
devices, but only one performed mid-air gestures for interaction
yet. Seven participants own smart home devices such as Google
Home, Amazon Alexa, smart TVs or lamps and use them frequently.
No participant owned a fully integrated smart home system.

3

RESULTS

With 13 participants and eleven tasks, we collected 143 suggestions
for each of the three modalities, resulting in a total of 13∗11∗3 = 429
suggestions. We collected video and audio recordings, subjective
ratings of the suggestions, qualitative observations and an assessment on the modalities for each task. We derived taxonomies for
each modality, user-defined sets of voice commands, display interactions, and mid-air gestures. Furthermore, we compared the
modalities using quantitative and qualitative analysis.

3.1

Command Taxonomies

As the first step, we constructed a taxonomy for each modality.
We adopted and adapted the dimensions by Wobbrock et al. [36],
Ruiz et al. [27] and Dingler et al. [6]. Additional dimensions were
developed when appropriate.
3.1.1 Voice Commands. The participants suggested 43 unique voice
commands. We used the dimensions by Wobbrock et al. [36] and
Ruiz et al. [27] and adapted them for voice commands. We accordingly classified the voice commands along five dimensions: nature,
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form, flow, context and complexity. Within each dimension are multiple categories, shown in Table 2.
The nature dimension comprises action voice commands which
state the action to perform. An exemplary voice command is "increase temperature". State voice commands describe the desired
condition of a device. For example, a state voice command is "cameras on" to start camera surveillance. The form dimension describes
how many words are used in the voice command and if they have
the structure of a full sentence. A single word command can be
"next" to get to the next TV channel. Two words voice commands
mostly consist of the device to be controlled and an action or state.
More words commands are similar to two words but use additional
filler words. Finally, voice commands that are complete sentences
were classified as sentence. The flow dimension categorizes if a
device responds after or while the user acts. A voice command is
discrete, when a device performs the command after the participant
stopped talking. A continuous starts an action with a command and
stop the ongoing action with another command. The context dimension describes, if the voice command requires a specific context
or can be performed independently. For example saying "turn off"
to turn off the oven is in-context, whereas "oven off" is considered
no-context. The complexity dimension describes if the voice command consists of a single command or is a composition of multiple
commands. A compound voice command can be decomposed into
simple voice commands.
3.1.2 Display Interaction. Participants suggested 61 unique display interactions. The suggestions generally fit into one of two
categories. They either described GUI elements or touch gestures.
Therefore, we derived two separate taxonomies. The dimensions
and categories for GUI elements were inspired by Wobbrock et
al. [36] and Ruiz et al. [27]. We classified suggestions containing
GUI elements along the three dimensions form, elements, flow (see
Table 3).
The form dimension describes if the command consists of a single
action that results in a response or consists of a selection of the
desired action that is started through another element. A direct
action would be a single click on a button to turn the light on.
Selecting a washing program and starting it with an additional
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Table 3: Taxonomy for touch UIs using Graphical User Interface (GUI) elements
Form

Direct Action
Selection & Confirmation

Interaction directly leads to the action
Selection and activation of the action through different element

Elements

Single clickables

Includes one or more one-click elements (button,
checkbox, etc.)
Includes one or more sliders
Includes one or more rotational elements
Includes one or more fields for text or numbers

Slider
Rotation
Text & number
entry
Symbolic

Action
State

Voice command states the action to perform
Voice command describes the desired condition

Form

Single word

Sentence

Voice command consists out of a single
word
Voice command consists out of two words
Voice command consists out of more words
without sentence structure
Voice command uses sentence structure

Flow

Discrete
Continuous

Response occurs after the user acts
Response occurs while the user acts

Context

In-context
No-context

Voice command requires specific context
Voice command does not require specific
context

Complexity

Simple

Voice command consists of a single voice
command
Voice command can be decomposed into
simple voice commands

Two words
More words

Compound

Response occurs after the user acts
Response occurs while the user acts

Table 4: Taxonomy for touch UIs using touch gestures
Nature

Symbolic
Physical
Metaphorical
Abstract

Gesture visually depicts a symbol
Gesture acts physically on objects
Gesture indicates a metaphor
Gesture-referent mapping is arbitrary

Form

Static pose
Dynamic pose
Static pose and path
Dynamic pose and path
One-point touch
One-point path

Hand pose is held in one location
Hand pose changes in one location
Hand pose is held as hand moves
Hand pose changes as hand moves
Static pose with one finger
Static pose and path with one Finger

Binding

Object-centric

World-independent
Mixed dependencies

Location defined with respect to object features
Location defined with respect to world features
Location can ignore world features
World-independent plus another

Discrete
Continuous

Response occurs after the user acts
Response occurs while the user acts

World-dependent

Flow

"start"-button would be considered selection & confirmation. The
elements dimension describes, the type of GUI elements. Single
Table 5: Taxonomy for mid-air gestures
Nature

Symbolic
Physical
Metaphorical
Abstract

Gesture visually depicts a symbol
Gesture imitates a physical action
Gesture indicates a metaphor
Gesture-referent mapping is arbitrary

Flow

Discrete
Continuous

Response occurs after the user acts
Response occurs while the user acts

Context

In-context
No-context

Gesture requires specific context
Gesture does not require specific context

Table 2: Taxonomy for voice commands
Nature

Includes one or more special symbolic elements

Discrete
Continuous

Flow

Interaction One hand
Two hands

Gesture was performed with one hand
Gesture was performed with two hands

Dimension Single-Axis
Tri-Axis
Six-Axis

Motion around a single axis
Translational hand motion or wrist rotation
Translational hand motion and wrist rotation

Position

Flat hand
Open hand
Closed hand
Single finger
Two fingers
More fingers

Gesture started with flat hand
Gesture started with open hand
Gesture started with closed hand (fist)
Gesture started with one stretched finger
Gesture started with two stretched fingers
Gesture started with three or four stretched fingers

Movement

No movement
Movement

No change in finger position
Change in finger position

Complexity Simple
Compound

Gesture consists of a single gesture
Gesture can be decomposed into simple gestures
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clickables are elements which cause a response after a single click,
such as buttons or checkboxes. The category slider is chosen, when
one or more sliders are included in the GUI, for example, to change
the volume of music. Rotational elements such as the selection of
washing programs through a visualized rotary knob is categorised
as rotation. Text & number entry includes options to enter content
with a keyboard. Special symbolic elements, such as dragging wood
into a fire to increase the room temperature are considered symbolic.
The flow dimension again categorizes if a device responds after
or while the user acts. A discrete command would be, pressing a
"close window" button and after which the command is executed.
A continuous one would be, dragging the regulator on a slider to
adjust the volume of music simultaneously.
For touch gestures, we used Wobbrock et al. [36] taxonomy of
surface gestures. Thus, Touch gestures were classified along the
four dimensions form, nature, binding, flow (see Table 4).
3.1.3 Mid-Air Gestures. Participants suggested 55 unique mid-air
gestures. We adopted the dimensions nature (small adjustment at
category physical), flow, context and complexity and their corresponding categories from Wobbrock et al. [36] and Ruiz et al. [27].
Dimension from Ruiz et al. [27] was adapted to our needs. Interaction
is inspired by Dingler et al. [6]. We further extended the taxonomy
by the two dimensions position and movement.
The nature dimension includes symbolic mid-air gestures, which
visually depict symbols. An example is drawing an "X" into the
air to turn off the oven. Physical mid-air gestures imitate actions
such as locking a door with a key, by rotating the wrist with a
fist. An example of a metaphorical gesture is wrapping the arms
around and rubbing the body, to indicate freezing to raise the temperature in the room. Mid-air gestures that did not fit into any of
these three categories are classified as abstract. The flow dimension is the same as in the other taxonomies. A gesture isdiscrete
Table 6: The most common voice commands for each task

Table 7: Average agreement scores and fitness ratings
Voice
Display
Gestures

Agreement Score

Fittness

M=0.41, SD=0.26
M=0.13, SD=0.06
M=0.19, SD=0.21

M=5.7, SD=1.4
M=6.0, SD=1.4
M=3.9, SD=1.9

if the response occurs after the movement and continuous when
the response occurs during the movement. The context dimension
describes if the mid-air gesture requires a specific context or can be
performed independently. For example, making a horizontal hand
movement to change the TV channel is in-context, whereas pointing
at the TV and then performing the hand movement is considered
no-context. The interaction dimension describes if one hand or both
hands are used. The dimension is used to describe the number of
axes involved in the movement of the hand. Some gestures, such as
just rotating the wrist happen along a single axis. The translation of
a hand or a rotational motion from the wrist is considered tri-axis.
The combination of those two movements is classified as six-axis.
Finger movement is not considered in this dimension but in the
movement dimension. The position dimension describes the finger
position at the beginning of the mid-air gesture. The difference
between flat hand and open hand is, that the fingers are together
at flat hand and spread at open hand. The movement dimension
distinguishes if the participant includes relevant finger movement
(movement) or no finger movement (no movement). The complexity
dimension describes, as for voice commands, if the gesture consists
of a single or a composition of gestures. Compound gestures can be
decomposed into simple ones.

3.2

Interaction Sets

After developing the taxonomies, we classified the suggested commands for each modality using the corresponding taxonomy. For
Table 8: The most common display interactions for each task
Task

Display Interaction

1

vertical slider
horizontal slider

23.1 %
23.1 %

2

button with arrow to the right
horizontal swipe

46.2 %
15.4 %

3

button with washing program + button with 60 degree
(all others)

23.1 %
7.7 %

4

button with "off"
vertical slider

38.5 %
15.4 %

5

vertical slider
button with arrow to the top

30.8 %
23.1 %

6

button with arrow to the top
horizontal slider

46.2 %
15.4 %

7

button with "on/off" symbol
button with "on"

38.5 %
23.1 %

30.8 %
15.4 %

8

vertical slider
(all others)

46.2 %
7.7 %

close window
window closed

53.8 %
46.2 %

9

button with window and "close"
button "close window"

23.1 %
23.1 %

Haustür absperren
Tür zu

lock front door
door closed

61.5 %
23.1 %

10

button with lock
button with key

23.1 %
15.4 %

Kamera an
Kamera einschalten

camera on
switch on camera

61.5 %
23.1 %

11

button with camera
button with "on/off" symbol

30.8 %
15.4 %

Task

German

English

Frequency

1

lauter
Musik lauter

louder
music louder

53.8 %
30.8 %

2

Nächster Kanal
weiter

next channel
next

46.2 %
23.1 %

3

Buntwäsche 60◦
Starte Buntwäsche 60◦

multi-colored wash 60◦
start multi-colored wash 60◦

30.8 %
15.4 %

4

Ofen aus
ausschalten

oven off
turn off

84.6 %
7.7 %

5

Wärmer
Raumtemperatur erhöhen

warmer
increase room temperature

30.8 %
30.8 %

6

Rollladen öffnen
Rollladen auf

open roller shutter
roller shutter up

69.2 %
23.1 %

7

Licht an

light on

8

Licht dimmen
Licht dunkler

dim light
light darker

9

Fenster schließen
Fenster zu

10
11

100.0 %

Frequency
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Figure 2: Agreement scores for each task with the three interaction modalities
each task and modality, we grouped identical suggestions. The
group with the largest size was chosen to be the representative
for the corresponding task and modality. To determine the degree
of consensus among the participants, we computed the agreement
score Am,t (Equation 1) proposed by Vatavu and Wobbrock [33].
Õ  |Pi |  2
|Pm,t |
1
Am,t =
−
(1)
|Pm,t | − 1
|Pm,t |
|Pm,t | − 1
Pi ⊆Pm,t

In equation 1, m is one of the three modalities, t is a task from the
set of tasks T , Pm,t is the set of suggestions for m and t, and Pi
is a subset of identical suggestions from Pm,t . Increase the volume
of the music, for example, received four groups of identical voice
commands with sizes of 7, 4, 1 and 1. Accordingly, the agreement
score for increase the volume of the music using voice control is:
 2  2  2  2!
13
1
7
4
1
1
= 0.346 (2)
A=
+
+
+
−
12 13
13
13
13
12
After classifying and grouping all commands, we used the group
sizes to compute the respective agreement scores (see Table 7 and
Figure 2). A one-way repeated measure ANOVA revealed a significant difference between the modalities (F = 6.2, p = 0.008).
Pairwise comparison with Bonferroni correction shows that the
average agreement score for voice control was significantly higher
than for display control (p = 0.017).
We derived a set of user-defined voice commands for the eleven
tasks. Table 6 shows the most common and the second most common phrases with their respective frequency. As the study was
conducted in German, we also provide English translations. We
repeated the procedure for the display controls and the mid-air
gestures. The respective sets are shown in Table 8 and Table 9.

3.3

Comparing the Modalities

Using participants’ ratings, we compared the interaction modalities.
Figure 3 shows how fitting participants consider the modalities for
each task. On average display control received the highest ratings,
followed by voice control and mid-air gestures (see Table 7). A twoway repeated measure ANOVA revealed a significant effect of the
modalities (F = 28.6, p < 0.001) and task (F = 3.2, p = 0.023) on the

ratings. There also was a significant interaction between the modalities and tasks (F = 5.9, p < 0.001). Pairwise comparison of the
modalities using Bonferroni correction showed that voice control
(p = 0.001) and display control (p < 0.001) are rated significantly
higher than mid-air gestures.
Participants also rated the goodness, ease, enjoyment and social
acceptance of their suggestions using 7-point Likert items (Table
10). For goodness, ease, and enjoyment 7 is the best score while for
social acceptance 1 is the best score. While on average voice and
display control were similarly rated, mid-air gestures received the
worst scores for all measures.

3.4

Qualitative Results

We analyzed the semi-structured interview using a lightweight
qualitative analysis. We randomly selected three interviews that
were coded by three authors. We compared the resulting codes and
Table 9: The most common mid-air gesture for each task
Task

Display Interaction

Frequency

1

one hand, vertical motion
one hand, hand rotation

38.5 %
15.4 %

2

one hand, horizontal motion
(the two others)

84.6 %
7.7 %

3

(all different)

4

one hand, horizontal motion
both hands, cross in front of body

23.1 %
15.4 %

5

one hand, vertical motion
one hand, thump up, vertical motion

23.1 %
23.1 %

6

one hand, vertical motion
both hands, vertical motion

61.5 %
15.4 %

7

one hand, flicking with the finger
one hand, open closed hand

23.1 %
15.4 %

8

one hand, vertical motion
one hand, hand rotation

30.8 %
15.4 %

9

one hand, hand rotation
one hand, pushing motion

38.5 %
30.8 %

10

one hand, hand rotation
both hands, brought together in front of the body

53.8 %
15.4 %

11

one hand, open closed hand
one hand, vertical motion

15.4 %
15.4 %

7.7 %
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Figure 3: Modalities rated on a scale from 1="not fitting at all" to 7="very fitting". Error bars show the standard error.
Table 10: Ratings of the modalities across all tasks
Goodness
Voice
M=6.6, SD=0.7
Display M=6.3, SD=0.9
Gesture M=5.4, SD=1.3

Ease

Enjoyment

Social Acceptance

M=6.3, SD=1.0
M=6.4, SD=1.0
M=5.7, SD=1.4

M=5.0, SD=1.4
M=5.2, SD=1.6
M=4.7, SD=1.6

M=1.7, SD=1.1
M=1.2, SD=0.8
M=2.4, SD=1.5

derived a unified codebook that was used to code all interviews.
The interviews confirm the participants’ preferences for voice and
display control already expressed in their ratings of the modalities.
Both modalities mainly received positive statements, while mid-air
gestures received mostly negative comments. Participants explicitly stated why they would not choose mid-air gestures for most
tasks. Expressed reasons include that they are counterintuitive,
complicated to use, require long-term memory and lengthy actions.
That mid-air gestures are not already used for other interfaces also
contributed to participants negative assessment. On the contrary,
that voice and display control are already used for other interfaces
was positively highlighted by participants.
When specifically asked about choosing either voice or display
control over the other, participants opinions were almost evenly
split. Many stated their indifference over choosing one, which is
mirrored in the almost equal quantitative ratings of the modalities.
Instead, participants recommended implementing both modalities
if this is not hindered through technical difficulties or costs as
they prefer to have both modalities available. This mirrors the
quantitative results that also do not justify clear recommendations
of one modality over the other. When asked about future interfaces,
participants suggested to include additional modalities, such as
haptic feedback. They also recommended implementations that
require as few interaction as possible. Instead, they would prefer
autonomous assistance that learns about the users’ intentions.

4

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

Quantitative and qualitative results clearly show participants’ preferences for voice and display control over mid-air gestures. Voice
and display control consistently received higher ratings compared
to mid-air gestures. Similarly, participants consider voice and display control to be more socially acceptable than mid-air gestures.
The results are supported by the qualitative feedback. Participants

suggested that voice and display controls could be combined while
they see little value in mid-air gestures. We conclude that future
smart home systems should provide voice and display controls
while support for mid-air gestures seems much less important.
Agreement scores for mid-air gestures are in line with previous
work [2, 6, 36]. Probably due to the task’s open nature, agreement
scores for display interaction are fairly low. Agreement scores for
voice commands are significantly higher than for the other modalities. Consequently, results suggest that elicitation studies, originally
designed for gesture-based interfaces are a viable option to design
voice interaction. This is also noteworthy as elicitation studies for
voice commands are much easier to analyze than elicitation studies
for gesture-based interfaces. Previous work warned that speechbased interfaces could increase gender bias (e.g. [10, 13, 25]). As
empirical work on gender bias caused by speech-based interfaces
is limited [8, 9], user-defined voice commands might also be away
to prevent effects caused by developers’ biases.
Not surprisingly, all participants had experience with touchbased interaction and most participants had experience with voice
control. Clearly, the elicited commands are likely affected by legacy
bias [21, 28]. Previous work proposed approaches to reduce legacy
and performance bias [12, 21, 28]. Legacy bias can, however, also
be advantageous as it helps users to adopt new interfaces [15] In
line with Vogiatzidakis and Koutsabasis [34] we, therefore, also
call for further analysis of elicited gestures and other commands to
measure their usability and fatigue. In particular, we believe that
future work should find ways to incorporate constraints induced by,
for example, physiological characteristics [4, 16, 18], social acceptability [26, 30], effects on the interaction with others [20], and ways
to communicate the commands to users [19]in elicitation studies.
In the study, we used a specific set of 11 actions and recruited
a sample of a specific population. While we intentionally selected
representative tasks, the eleven tasks are still only a subset of actions required to control smart homes. Nonetheless, future work
that intends to design complete action sets can benefit from our
work in two ways. First, our results provide a starting point by
providing a subset of useful actions and suggest that future work
should focus on two out of three modalities. Second, we provide
novel taxonomies especially for voice commands which can help
to analyze the results of future elicitation studies.
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